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The magnetic energy in an inductively driven steady-state

. toroidal plasma is a maximum for a given rate of dissipation of

energy (Poynting flux). A purely resistive steady state of the
I

_

piecewise force-free configuration, however, cannot exist, as the
!

periodic removal of the excess poloidal flux and pressure, due to

heating, ruptures the static equilibrium of the partitioninga
mm

i

| rational surfaces intermittently. The rupture necessitates a

|
n

plasma with a negative q'/q (as in reverse field pinches and

spheromaks) to have the same _ in all its force-free regions and

with a positive q'/q (as in tokamaks) to have centrally peaked

_VS .

PACS numbers" 52."5Fa, 41.10-j, 47.25-c, and 52.55Hc
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To illustrate the notion of maximum magnetic energy in a

driven, current-carrying plasma, consider several resistors

(current filaments) carrying parallel current and dissipating

energy at a constant rate VLIp, where VL is the voltage of the

common battery and Ip is the total current. The filaments

attract and, when unconstrained, move toward one another,

resulting in an ever higher magnetic energy. At the steady

state (the state of no motion or, more loosely defined, no time-

averaged displacement), the current distribution is a delta-

function line current and the stored magnetic energy is the

highest. In an inductively driven toroidal plasma, VL is the

loop voltage. If an additional constraint exists so that the

distribution of the current density cannot reach the delta-

function limit, this constraint sets the limit of (the highest

attainable) magnetic energy.

No pressure gradient exists in a force-free region. A

tokamak plasma shows a pressure gradient in the entire cross

section, indicating that magnetic surfaces marking different

i force-free regions I (with different _'s) exist in some manner.

i If the neoclassical transport of pressure across these surfaces

i is slow, the plasma pressure p can be approximated as being
.Jiscontinuous across the surfaces as weil. The present work

proposes that a tokamak plasma is piecewise force-free with its
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rational surfaces being the surfaces of discontinuity, since

field line reconnection 2,3 can transport any unbalanced pressure

and poloidal flux and thus restores equilibrium of the surfaces.

I
Plasma equilibrium is trivially satisfied in force-free

regions. The static equilibrium of a surface, on which a sheet

current flows, 4 is determined by pressure balance. In cylindrical

geometry, components of the surface current, determined by the

discontinuity of the field across the surface, are

lim
Is8 = js6_dr = -(_B_/_r) Ar = B01 - B_2 (I)

Ar-_ O

and Is# = B82- B81. The static equilibrium is achieved when

• (Pl - P2 ) = Is_Bs8- IssBs_" (In a toroidal plasma, add the

secondary current so that V'js, total = 0.) Use Bs#= (B#_+B_2)/2

and Bse= (B82+Be2)/2 to obtain

(Pl - P2 ) = (B2_2 - S2_ )/2 + (B282 - B281) /2. (2)

Equation (2) can also be obtained from surface integrals (with

B.n = 0 on S) of the equations Vp = j×B, V×B = j and _B = 0.

The ratio of supply rates of energy to helicity to a force-

free region between two surfaces is I



_hll"d_ ,

4

s'-s',Kb<B.hdS

_(qs') = , (3)

2/s'-s'' _b<A.hds

e

where each integral is the difference of two surface integrals

e

evaluated on S' and S' , br apart. Approximate j as being

constant over br. Hence, a(qs,) = G(r), where

v_,j(r) j(=)
_(r) = = . (4)

2VLB e 2B_

The constant-j approximation, however, results in a loss of
B

information on the structure of the field within a force-free

region (Ampere's law requires nonuniform field in a force-free

region of finite domain). Note that o_o -0:.(0) = i/qoR o (an

exact relation), where R O is the major radius. When the small

variation in Be [in Eq. (2)] is neglected, (x(r) oc j(r) .

Thus, the total rate of energy dissipation (for a given rate of

helicity dissipation) over the radius a becomes

VLI p = VL/Oa 22[rj (r) dr. (5)

The problem is to find the maximum energy, subject to this 0

constraint - equivalently, the constraint of constnt Ip.



In each force-free region, B# and Be are related through the

force-free condition. (Sr, if finite, is assumed negligible by

comparison.) Choose B8 as the independent parameter. Use the

0 variational method with a Lagrange multiplier, A', and obtain

_W = 6/oa2_r[B02/2 + p/(_- i) - A'j]dr = 0. (6)

Next, relate p to _. With negligible radiative and

neoclassical pressure transport, the sustaining influx is helicity

(and the accompanying Poynting flux to dissipate this helicity

supply) and the final outward flu:<, due to dissipation, must be a

net flow. The variation of p/O_ is given by
4

6](p/O_)/c]t + V-(fln + fout) = 0. With 6](p/o_)/_t = 0, the

ratio of the fluxes governing p/o: is a constant. Integrate the

pressure balance equation, (3/2)v. Vp + (5/2)p_7. v = _'j, where

v is the plasma flow velocity, and obtain

s ' - s ' ,_%<A. hdS
(7)

p = -(4(_/5)

s'-s,,v.hdS

h Hence, p is proportional to (_. [For large neoclassical

transport, as in a highly collisional plasma, or large radiative

loss, Eq. (7) becomes a poor approximation.]
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A contradiction in the boundary conditions arises. While the

force-free configuration requires B.n = 0, the pressure

transport requires v.n aO. [The net flow is associated with
Q

the term /sB(B.n) dS when B.n a0. ] Thus, the two processes

must occur alternately, as exemplified in the easily observed

sawtooth oscillations, and there is no purely resistive steady

state. The rupture removes the excess pressure and poloidal

flux so that the equilibrium is restored. The validity of Eq.

(7) requires the periodicity of the rupture be much shorter than

the time needed for neoclassical and radiative transport to

flatten the pressure gradient at a surface.

Return to the variational problem. Define _ by Be = d_/dr

_nd _' =dV//dr 2 = (I/q) B_/R o. With p oco_o_j, the variation,

I
together with the boundary condition _= 0, requires j o_e_l

where _ is a constant (Lagrange multiplier). Use this j to

!
- solve for _' and obtain

1
= (8)

J/Jo -- P/Po _,

[1 + (qa /qo - 1)(r2/a 2) ]2

i,

and (qo/q) 2 = J/Jo" The profile is continuous in rational number

space, hence coarse-graiD'_d in _hysical space, as observed 5-7

Equation (8) h_s beer. obtained by several authors, a-l° but based



on the concept of minimum energy, not that of maximum energy in a

" driven plasma. Also, for that reason, the condition governing qo

could not be formulated.
0

In the limit of qo--_0, j in Eq. (8) approaches a a<'ita -

function line current at the magnetic axis. The constraint that

limits qo to a nonzero value is _p/#r = 0 at r = 0.

Mathematically, the result can be found from the general force-

free configuration that includes the magnetic axis. The toroidal

force-free configuration associated with the qs = 1 surface for

plasmas having a circular cross section has been obtained by

Hastie II (to the order a3/Ro3) •

• q = qo[l + (r2/Ro2) (29/32 - i/2qo2)] . (9)

[Eq. (9) is applicable to the region r < r I if the region has a

constant 5. However, this is not the case. Since rl/R o ~ 0.I

in tokamak plasmas, Eq. (9) gives qo =.996, much higher than

measured values.] As r-_0, it gives the desired result. The

lowest qo below which a monotonically increasing q profile (as

in tokamak plasmas) is no longer possible is qo =.743. The

* profile in Eq. (8) is thus fully determined.

The following are some consequences of the profile.
4

i. The profile of dissipation. Since _(r) =j(r)/2B_, the
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rate of dissipation of energy varies as j(r) (while that of

helicity as B#, a constant). The heating rate increases with

decreasing r; the static equilibrium of a surface cannot be

maintained, e

2. The boundary condition for p. Apply Eq. (2) to the outermost

magnetic surface. When Pl is raised, P2 also must be raised.

Hence, a plasma vacuum (P2 = 0) cannot support an equilibrium.

3. Position of the qs = 1 surface. Set q = 1 for r = rI and

qo =.743 in Eq. (8) and obtain

0.51

rl/a = . <i0)

(qa - "743)i/2
¥

e

This cylindrical-geometry result agrees with measured inversion

radii of chordal soft X-ray emissions of sawtooth oscillations,

tiny, in TFTR 12 (Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor) and TEXT 13 (Texas

Tokamak) plasmas having qa -<4, and up to ~60% higher than

measured rln v for increasingly higher qa" (The tokamak at

Fontenay-aux-Roses, TFR, shows that rI is up to 1.7 times of

15
14) It also apparently agrees with the TFR results,rin v

described by the empirical, formula rinv/_- 0.5f(qo, qa)/qa I/2,

with f being between .5 and I.

J

4. The origin of sawtooth oscillations and concept of an P

instability. After an internal disruption, Jo once more



increases in time and qo(t) = qo(O) + (dqo/dt)t. The inductance

, change in the region r < rI gives dqo/dt = -4Vind//loIIRofl(qo),

where Vind is the inductive part of the loop voltage at r = 0,
9

I1 = 2_rl2B@/_loRo , and fl(qo)=[Inqo 2+2 (l-q0)+(l-q0)2/q0] /(l-qo) 3"

The time required for qo to attain the value .743 from qo(O) is

(approximately) the sawtooth period. Sawtooth oscillations are

driven by the toroidal electric field which pinches the current

channel till the limit qo =.743. Their period increases with a

lowered loop voltage. They are suppressed (disappear) when the

voltage becomes zero.

Below the limit qo =.743, toroidal symmetry of the magnetic

" axis no longer can be maintained; a helical displacement and

plasma motion is generally observed. In the past, a plasma is

thought to become unstable when it no ]onger can maintain a

minimum-energy equilibrium. The present theorem inevitably

advances the concept that an instability in a plasma, which is

driven, is a symmetry-breaking expression in the process of

attaining a higher energy as dictated by the driving potential.

An ever higher energy can be attained by breaking more symmetry

constraints. [A simple one-dimension mechanical analog is a _

, violin string which also undergoes sawtooth oscillations when

bowed unidirectionally. In a sawtooth cycle, the string, after

the loss of static equilibrium in its slipping from the hair,
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continues on to attain higher potential energy (till the

ultimate snapback).] Intuitively, one may also expect a

correspondence between the structure of the broken symmetry and
9

the throughput from the source and the energy in the plasma.

5. J profile. Figure 1 shows a comparison of measured j
i

profiles in the TEXTOR tokamak 5 with Eq. (8) (solid curve) . The

profile shapes agree, qo =.743 also results in

jo/ (B#/R o) = 2.69; the measured value is 2.62 _+ .20 (Fig. 6,

Ref. 5).

6. p profile. The local scale length of the pressure

16 L =-p/Vp, can be used to characterize a pressuregradient, p

profile and to bypass its normalization by Po" Figure 2 shows

the -a/Lp profile constructed from measured Te and ne of the H-

mode plasma (in which the effective collision frequency Ve* in

the edge region is much less than unity 16) produced by electron

cyclotron heating in the D-III D tokamak. 17 In the experiment

Ti is a fraction of Te and Zef f (= 2.5) is nearly uniform in the

cross section, justifying the use of Lp = Lpe. The rise of

-_/Lp at the edge is due to the drop of Te and n s beyond the

edge. The shape of the two pressure profiles agrees, but in the

sawtoothing core the measured values are trending towards values

that are increasingly lower than those from Eq. (8) .
t

Comparison can also be made in L-mode plasmas in sawtooth-
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suppression experiments with lower hybrid waves Is in the ASDEX

tokamak. 7 Figure 3, curve a, shows the a/Lp profile for a

plasma in which sawtooth oscillations are suppressed during the

wave (trr= .5 sec, Prf=l.l MW) and only a small residue of the m = i

18

mode is left; and Vn at the plasma surface is finite. This

profile agrees with that of Eq. (8), unlabelled curve, for

r/a <.6. The Ohmically heated sawtoothing plasma, curve b,

does not. In both cases, a/Lp rises to -16 at the edge. (The

Ohmically heated and the L-mode profiles of the DIII-D

experiment 17 are similar to curve b of Fig. 3.) Thus, when

compared to Eq. (8), p in the edge of an L-mode plasma is lower

because of the high collisional and radiative transport; _7p in

the core is lower because of the sawtooth oscillations. [Let

_qo be the time for qo to be lowered by Aqo= go(O) -.743 after

an internal disruption, and Zpo be that for Po to increase, due

to heating, to the corresponding limit according to Eq. (8) .

_qo/_Po =(2/3)(Aqo/qo)/(]-qo 2) =0.2. Hence, after an internal

disruption, Po has not reached its corresponding force-free

limit when qo has reached its limit. ]

7. The bifurcation of a toroidal plasma. Apply Eq. (9) to an
a

RFP plasma and obtain

J

• (aoa)2
qa/qo = 1 . (ii)

2
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I
I

__ tr/I [Alternatively from, Eq (8} obtain qa/qo 1 + a;q 2q0 ,,] t "

,j
Fr tr

(qa_< qo for negative q ) and use q from Eq. (9) to obtain Eq.4

19
(ii)_.] It agrees with measurements, as shown in Fig. 4 [the

so-called F(= qa/qo)....8(i= _oa = a/qoR o) diagram.] . Field

reversal occurs at a0a =_2.

Both tokamak and RFP plasmas have more than one rational

surface - both configurations are piecewise force-free. Why

centrally peaked a in a tokamak plasma requires monotonically

increasinq q, while an RFP plasma, with decreasing q, has the

same &z in all its force-free regions? Because of heating,

maintaining a nonuniform-a profile requires, from time to time,

a piecewise net removal - "relaxation" - of excess poloidal
,e

field and pressure from an inner force-free region to the

adjacent outer one so that equilibrium of the separating surface

can be restored. At a rational surface qs, <his removal is

accomplished by a reconnection of the field lines. Define _h by

B h = dV/h/dr, where the helical field, Bh, at a distance Ar

t

away from the qs, is given by Bh = B8 -nqB_/m =-Bs( q /q) sAr.

During the reconnection,

3Bh/3t- v, (12)
t
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where V. is the velocity at which the helical flux (and

, therefore the poloidal flux) is carried by the plasma towards the

X-point where it is to be reconnected. Vt is positive (pointing
I

outward) for the inner force-free region and negative for the

neighboring outer one. For q > 0, any unbalanced interior

poloidal flux is removable only for positive q' Hence,

q0 =.743 marks the bifurcation of a toroidal plasma' because of

surface rupture, those with monotonically decreasing q (and

hence q0 <.743) have the same (Z in all its force-free regions

and with monotonically increasing q (and hence qo >.743) have

centrally peaked a. For q and q' both negative, as in the edge

- region of an RFP plasma beyond the internal reversal point, a

increases towards the interior, as observed. 2° The spheromak

configuration, with q > 0 and q' < 0 throughout, has the same

constant _ in all its force-free regions.

In summary, the magnetic energy of an inductively driven

steady-state toroidal plasma is a maximum for a given rate of

energy dissipation (a given constant Poynting flux at the

boundary) . Its configuration is piecewise force-free' it

consists of nested, toroidally symmetric and noninfinitesimal

, regions that are separately force-free. The static equilibrium

of the boundary between two adjacent regions is maintained by a

pressure balance across the boundary. Because of heating, the

" W .... rl , ' t ,
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partitioning rational surfaces rupture intermittently. A

tokamak plasma has centrally peaked _'s in its piecewise force-
I

free regions. This is because it has a positive q'/q, which

allows a piecewise outward-removal of the unbalanced flux and w

pressure and the restoration of equilibrium of a partitioning

surface. In a toroidal plasma havin_ a negative q'/q, such a

piecewise outward-removal is not possible and all its force-free

regions must have the same time-averaged 6.
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Figure Captions

J

Fig. I. J/Jo vs. (_/qo- l)i/2r/a, Ref. 5: the dashed curve

• has qa = 3.3, Ip = 476 kA, BT = 2.51 T; the dotted curve has

Cla= 3.17, Ip = 340 kA, BT = 1.7 T. R O = 1.75 m, a =.46 m.

The solid curve is Eq. (8).

Fig. 2. a/Lp vs. r/-a in an H-mode plasma, Ref. 17 and

according to Eq. (8). The measurement used normalized flux

coordinate for the D-shaped plasma, somewhat different from the

= _12a used here in Eq. (8), _= 1.8 being the elongation.

R O = 1.68 m, a =.62 m, Ip =.48 MA, B T = 1.07 T, andf

Fs=l.2Xl019 m -3.

Fig. 3. a/Lp vs. r/a in L-mode plasmas, without (curve a)

and with (curve b) sawtooth oscillations. The 16-point YAG-

laser scattering profile is fitted with a symmetric exponential

function with 4 polynomial terms. R 0 = 1.65m, a =.40 m,

Ip =.42 MA, B T = 2.8 T, and ne=2.8xI019 m -3. The unlabelled

curve is computed from Eq. (8) .

J

Fig. 4. qa/qo vs. O_oS (F-O diagram) in three RFP plasmas,

compiled in Ref. 19. Tt_e curve is Eq. (ii) .
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